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Prepare future managers with an understanding of HR skills.    Managing Human Resources  gives

future managers a solid business understanding of human resource management skills. The
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issues in the workplace, even those who do not hold the title of manager. The Eighth Edition is

updated to include new introductory vignettes, new case studies, and a focus on emerging trends in
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This is one of the best textbooks that I've had to read for a class. Very easy to read and understand

concepts. I have actually read the chapters rather than skim through them. I even read ahead to

take quizzes in my class.



I was worried that this would book would be somehow inferior or an incomplete version of the more

expensive 7th Edition of the "real" book required for my class. As far as I can tell, it's the same

book. This graduate student is very pleased.

I was concerned that this would not be the full book required for my class due to the cheap price

(which was about a third of what it cost elsewhere). But, it is the full volume, just printed more

cheaply in the East. The book arrived very quickly and in great condition. It definitely offered a great

value, as it was cheaper to buy the economy version than to rent the original, while still offering the

same content.

I received the book on time which was great considering I needs it for class and homework. It was

packaged nicely and arrived with no marks. The pages were clean and new. It's a very useful and

insightful book with all the cases studies. I'm glad it's able to help me out. Back to homework I go!

Lol

Very good book that is easy to understand, I bought this in ebook format then liked it so much and

thought I would use it for my business that I bought the hardcopy (looseleaf) copy. The looseleaf is

nice and I put it in a binder.

I used this for my college management class. The book is well written and discusses many of the

topics relevant to HR today in a very down to earth manner that makes comprehending the material

very easy. It almost always provides real world examples for every topic as well; allowing students

to better understand how topics are to be applied. Overall a great book in my opinion.

Good textbook but kinda cheap quality still high price. Used for MBA class and will have trouble

trying to resell

I wouldn't buy this book on my own but it was required for one of my classes. It uses simple

language and has decent examples at the end of the chapters.
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